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[571 ABSTRACT 
The invention is an apparatus which allows selective 
testing of aircraft or other vehicular components with- 
out requiring disassembly of the vehicle or components. 
The invention consists of a broad-band noise source 11, 
a guide 12 to direct the acoustic energy, soft sealing 
insulation 17 to seal the guide to the noise source and to 
the vehicle component, and noise measurement micro- 
phones 13, 14, both outside the vehicle at the acoustic 
guide output and inside the vehicle to receive attenu- 
ated sound. By directing acoustic energy only to se- 
lected components of a vehicle via the acoustic guide, it 
is possible to test a specific component, such as a door 
or window, without picking up extraneous noise which 
may be transmitted to the vehicle interior through other 
components or structure. This effect is achieved be- 
cause no acoustic energy strikes the vehicle exterior 
except at the selected component. Also, since the test 
component remains attached to the vehicle, component 
dynamics with vehicle frame are not altered. 
15 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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ACOUSTIC GUIDE FOR NOISE-TRANSMISSION 
TESTING OF AIRCRAm 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). 
TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The invention is related to the acoustic and noise 
testing technology field. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
There is a long felt and continuing need in the aircraft 
industry to control and reduce interior noise levels in 
aircraft and other vehicles. This need is constrained by 
restrictions in weight, in volume and in cost. Neverthe- 
less, lack of effective noise control results in operator 
and passenger fatigue and discomfort. Often, noise also 
creates a hazard, either by distraction or by direct inter- 
ference, for example interference with intra-cockpit or 
radio communications. Additionally, high noise levels 
excite vibrational modes in aircraft structures and skin 
materials resulting in mechanical wear and stress. Be- 
cause of the wear and stress, heavier structures are 
required with the accompanying penalties of larger 
engines, more fuel, etc. 
Solutions to aircraft noise problems have been diffi- 
cult partially because of the complex interaction of 
noise frequencies traveling through the interior cabin 
air and through the structures of aircraft. Control of 
noise being transmitted through the interior cabin air- 
space is basically a function of (1) isolation breaking the 
acoustic path, (2) insulation with mass for low fre- 
quency noise and (3) damping with multi layers of soft 
material for higher frequency noise. Control of noise 
being transmitted by the vehicle structure is basically a 
function of (1) providing discontinuities in the hard 
structures and (2) introducing resilient joints between 
structural components. Control of both types of trans- 
mission is also affected by the acoustic impedance of 
boundary materials, that is, the ratio of sound pressure 
to the corresponding particle velocity at the boundary 
surface. The above factors interact to determine 
whether noise will be transmitted from the outside air to 
the aircraft skin and structural components, where noise 
will be conducted within the structures, and whether it 
will be re-emitted into the interior air of the aircraft. 
Compounding the intractability of the noise problem 
has been a lack of adequate acoustic test devices. Prior 
art methods have included two basic methods of testing. 












are tested in various small acoustic chambers. A piece of 
carpeting, panel or door, for example can be tested in 
order to compare one sample against another. Unfortu- 60 
nately, this method frequently interferes with the nor- 
mal vibrational dynamics of the installed sample. Fur- 
ther, this method fails to account for sound path con- 
duction and re-emission. For example, an aircraft door 
may pick up external noise and transmit it structurally 
through hinges and latching mechanisms to other parts 
of the aircraft where the noise is re-emitted into the 
cabin space. This phenomenon may occur despite heavy 
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acoustic insulation within the door which prevents di- 
rect noise transmission into the cabin. 
In the second general method of testing, an assembled 
aircraft is instrumented and tested as a unit. This testing 
can be accomplished either by flight or wind tunnel 
testing or by using large static acoustic chambers. By 
this method the difficulties of changing vibrational dy- 
namics and of severing noise conduction channels are 
avoided. However, the inability to restrict noise im- 
pingement to selected portions of the aircraft prevents 
accurate determination of the noise source. Gross noise 
levels can be determined, but the source cannot. For 
example, in a large test chamber, noise impinging the 
entire aircraft may be picked up by a tail surface, trans- 
mitted by longeron to the cabin area, and emitted into 
the cabin air space despite the presence of multiple 
layers of acoustic insulation within the cabin walls. 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a method which will allow testing of an 
assembled vehicle while retaining the ability to selec- 
tively exclude parts of the vehicle from direct sound 
impingement. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a device to accomplish selective, full-scale acoustic 
testing. 
It is a further object of the present invention to pro- 
vide a method to accomplish selective testing of a air- 
craft or vehicular component, such as a door or win- 
dow, without removing the component from the vehi- 
cle and without disrupting conductive sound paths. 
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro- 
vide a device, containing a noise source, an acoustic 
guide to selectively direct noise impingement, and mea- 
surement microplanes, which will allow acoustic testing 
and analysis of vehicular components. 
STATEMENT O F  THE INVENTION 
According to the present invention, the foregoing 
and other objects are attained by providing a noise 
source capable of reproducing operational noise levels, 
an acoustic wave-guide and seals at the aircraft end and 
noise-source end of the guide. 
In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
the noise source is an audio speaker hating an attached 
rectangular wave guide. The wave guide is insulated 
from the speaker by soft insulating material. The wave 
guide is further insulated externally by a sound barrier 
to prevent external leakage. A soft material is also used 
to seal the wave guide to the aircraft fuselage to avoid 
external leakage. Instrumentation of the experimental 
set-up requires one pick-up microphone inside the wave 
guide near the aircraft as an input baseline, and one 
microphone inside the aircraft cabin as a data pick-up 
for the degree of attenuation. An adjustable support 
apparatus is also included to allow placement of the test 
device at various locations on the aircraft structure. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 
For a more complete understanding of the present 
invention and of the inherent advantages thereof, refer- 
ence is now made to the following description taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a sectional side view of the present inven- 
tion attached to an aircraft fuselage and set-up for ex- 
perimental use. 
FIG. 2 is a sectional side view of the acoustic guide 
assembly with general construction details. 
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FIG. 3 is an end view of the acoustic guide with 
specific construction details. 
FIG. 4 is a sample of data produced by the present 
invention showing the attentuation of noise resulting 
from the addition of insulating material. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 
Referring now to the drawings wherein the same 
element is referred to by the same numeral throughout 
the several views and more particularly to FIG. 1, the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention is de- 
picted and designated generally by the numeral 10. The 
acoustic test device 10 is comprised of an audio speaker 
11 attached to an acoustic guide 12. An output micro- 
phone 13 is installed at the test end of the guide and an 
attenuation measurement microphone 14 is located in- 
side the aircraft cabin 15. An adjustable support 16 
allows placement of the test device 10 in various loca- 
tions outside cabin 15. Acoustic seals are installed at the 
aircraft-guide interface 17 and at the speaker-guide 
interface 18. In a typical test sequence, noise signals for 
specific phases of flight are generated and transmitted 
via the acoustic guide 12 to the impingement point on 
the aircraft. Just prior to impingement, the output moni- 
tor microphone 13 records the actual frequencies and 
power levels. Direct passage of acoustic energy is re- 
corded by the monitor microphone 14 inside the cabin 
wall. Because the test noise is contained within the 
acoustic guide 12, noise striking other areas 011 the air- 
craft is minimized so as to prevent lateral conduction of 
external noise along aircraft structural elements. This 
isolation effect allows selective testing of the specific 
aircraft section. At the same time, conduction effects 
emanating from the specific section being tested can be 
evaluated. For example, installed testing capability al- 
lows detection of noise impinging on the exterior of the 
passenger cabin wall and then being conducted via 
longerons or other structure to other locations in the 
vehicle. 
The details of the acoustic guide construction can be 
more readily seen by reference to FIG. 2 depicting a 
cross-sectional side view of the guide 12. In partial 
cross-section, speaker 11 is attached to the guide at the 











with polystyrene sheeting is installed along the guide 
12, while the inner layer of guide 12 is constructed of 
plywood 22 to provide structural rigidity and to pro- 
vide a reflective surface inside the acoustic guide. Fur- 
ther insulation is installed around speaker 11 in the form 50 
of Q-inch foam rubber 23 and shim wedges 24. Similarly, 
on the output end 25 of the acoustic guide, acoustic 
foam 26 forms the seal between the aircraft and the 
gasket 27 on the guide. It should be understood that the 
seal can be shaped to conform to the various contours of 55 
the object being tested. 
For the purpose of illustration, dimensions of the 
preferred embodiment, sized to allow testing of aircraft 
windows and like-sized components is 24 inches in 
height and width across the face of speaker 11. The 60 
length of the acoustic duct as designed is 26 inches. 
These dimensions can be changed to test components of 
different sizes. In the preferred embodiment, an expand- 
ing extension section was added to the acoustic guide 
for the purpose of testing larger components. 
' FIG. 3 shows an end view of the output end of the 




OPERATION OF T H E  INVENTION 
The present invention allows acoustic testing of vehi- 
cle components, such as doors, windows, and cabin 
walls without requiring disassembly of the vehicle or 
components. FIG. 1 depicts a representative test config- 
uration. The invention 10 consists of a speaker 11, a 
lightweight acoustic guide 12 and monitoring equip- 
ment, 13 and 14. The acoustic guide is used to direct the 
test signal on to specific parts of the vehicle and at the 
same time prevent sound impingement on other parts of 
the vehicle. The entire design is low cost, lightweight, 
and portable. 
During a typical test, the present invention is set up to 
direct noise energy on to a component of the vehicle, 
such as a window. Using a dual-input strip chart re- 
corder, a record is made of the frequency and amplitude 
of the noise directed against the component and of the 
frequency and amplitude of the noise passing through 
the component. The strip-chart then provides a direct 
readout of attenuation of noise and permits an easy 
comparison of the effects of modification in insulating 
material. 
By analyzing the noise attenutation over the fre- 
quency range, a determination of the source of the noise 
and the best method of insulation can be made. For 
example, high frequency noise can be attenuated by use 
of soft inner liners and porous material. Low frequency 
noise, in contrast, is little affected by soft insulation. 
Low frequency noise tends to be picked up by struc- 
tural members and transmitted. This structurally trans- 
mitted noise can be attenuated by use of mass for insula- 
tion or by the isolation of noise paths. One frame mem- 
ber can be isolated from another by rubber spacers, for 
example. 
Similarly, by analyzing the spectral characteristics of 
the interior noise, a determination of the source of the 
sound can be made. Generally, lower frequencies tend 
to be structurally transmitted whereas higher frequen- 
cies tend to be transmitted through the air within the 
vehicle. 
In the completion of an acoustic analysis, the present 
invention 10 is re-located to a number of points outside 
the test vehicle. Where testing near the cabin generally 
determines the noise pass-through of the cabin wall, 
testing near the tail surfaces of an aircraft will help 
determine structurally transmitted noise sources. In this 
way, the effects in the cabin caused by turbulent air- 
stream noise on the tail can be simulated. 
By using the present invention to acoustically test 
each section of the vehicle, a frequency-matched atten- 
uation chart can be developed for the vehicle from 
which a determination can be made of the location of 
noise and the type of attenuation techniques which are 
needed. FIG. 4 is a representative sample of such a 
chart. On FIG. 4 the solid line on the lower position of 
the chart shows the noise attenuation through the vehi- 
cle wall, while the upper dotted line shows the noise 
attenuation through the wall with an insulating panel 
attached to the wall. 
I claim: 
1. A method for acoustic testing of interior cabin 
noise levels in assembled, full-scale vehicles which al- 
lows selective testing of installed components and sub- 
assemblies comprising the following steps: 
sealing an acoustic guide to a noise source and to a 
test component such that noise impingement is 
restricted to the test component only; 
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transmitting noise into the acoustic guide; 
directing said noise from the acoustic guide on to a 
component or subassembly of a test object; 
measuring noise energy delivered to the exterior of 
the test component; 
measuring noise energy transmitted through the test 
component into the interior of the test object; 
modifying the noise transmission characteristics of 
the test component; 
measuring new noise levels transmitted to the test 10 
object interior through the modified test compo- 
nent; 
comparing interior noise level results to determine 
noise transmitted. 
damping of noise frequencies by altering the resiliency 
of interior wall surfaces. 
8. A method as in claim 1 wherein the test object is an 
aircraft. 
9. An apparatus for acoustic testing of interior noise 
levels in a full-scale assembly of a vehicle which allows 
selective testing of components and subassemblies com- 
prising the following: 
5 
a noise source; 
an acoustically-insulated guide; 
acoustic seals between the noise source and the 
acoustic guide and between the guide and a test 
component; 
noise monitors within the guide and within the vehi- 
cle assembly interior; 
s for comparing noise levels within the guide 
aped shims or gasket d materials and 
ther isolating these seal thin layer of foam rub- mea 
ing apparatus with respect to the full-scale assem- 
n apparatus for acoustic testing as in claim 9 
11. An apparatus for acoustic testing as in claim 9 
3. A method as in claim 1 wherein the steps of mea- 20 
suring test output noise levels and noise levels inside the 
cabins are accomplished by recording these values as the full-scale assembly is an aircraft. 
picked up by omni-directional microphones. 
fy- wherein the noise source is a broad-band audio speake 
in oise transmission characteris of 25 12. An apparatus for acoustic testing as in claim 
adding insulation. wherein the assembly interior is a vehicle cabin. 
5. A method as in claim 1 wherein the step of modify- 
ing the noise transmission characteristics consists of wherein 
adding porous material to the test object interior. 
ing the noise transmission characteristics consists of 
isolating frame members and other structural materials 
from direct contact with one another by installation of 
resilient spacers. 
thod as in claim 1 wherein the 
s for acoustic testing as in claim 9 
ans for adjusting the location of the 
paratus is an adjustable support stand. 
14. An apparatus for acoustic testing as in claim 9 
wherein the acoustically-insulated guide consists of a 
wooden enclosure insulated with polystyrene. 
15. An apparatus for acoustic testing as in claim 9 
wherein the noise monitors consist of omni-directional 
6. A method as in claim 1 wherein the step of modify- 30 
7. A method as in claim 1 wherein the step of modify- 35 microphones. 
ing the noise transmission characteristics consists of * * * * *  
40 
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